Abstract
Introduction
Entropy coding is a kind of lossless coding methods which compress data using its statistical information. Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) is a highly efficient entropy coding method. It was adopted by the latest video compression standard H.264 and played a very important role in improving its coding efficiency.
Compared with the widely used Universal Variable Length Coding (UVLC), CABAC takes full advantage of arithmetic codes' feature and the relevant statistical properties of video streams, which improves coding efficiency a lot. In different bit-rates, it can achieve average bit-rate savings of 9%-14%, but brings about 40% additional computational expenses, which restricts its application.
Because of its high performance, CABAC was emphasized by academics. Many optimizations on it have been done. The goals of all these optimizations were focused on the following two areas: one was to further improve the coding efficiency to reduce the bitrate; the other was to reduce the computational complexity of coding to accelerate the speed of coding. The existing improvements to CABAC are as follows: 1) Optimizations of processors, it made processors' structures to adapt the characteristics of CABAC for the sake of pipeline or handling multiple instructions in one cycle; 2) Optimizations of algorithms, for example, optimization of the ways of probability models' estimation to improving the accuracy of context models' estimation, which improves the coding efficiency. The former one mainly aims at specific processors' design, the latter one is more generic, flexible and relatively small cost.
Based on the analysis of the CABAC coding flow and its computational complexity, especially probability estimation update part, which has a high cost in coding process, a accelerating algorithm will be proposed in this article. The algorithm attempt to accelerate the coding speed greatly while cause little decline in coding efficiency.
The Improvement of CABAC
Takes CABAC's application in H.264 [2] as an example, we analyze its coding process. Fig.1 , the encoding process of CABAC in H.264 consists of three elementary steps: context model selection, binarization and self adaptive binary arithmetic encoding, the last step consists of probability estimation and binary arithmetic encoder.
Context model selection: A "context model" is a probability model for one or more bins of the binarized symbol. This model may be chosen from a selection of available models depending on the statistics of recently-coded data symbols. The context model stores the probability of each bin being "1" or "0".
Binarization: CABAC uses binary arithmetic coding which means that only binary decisions (1 or 0) are encoded. A non-binary-valued symbol (e.g. a transform coefficient or motion vector) is "binarized" or converted into a binary code prior to arithmetic coding.
Self adaptive binary arithmetic encoder: The input of the encoder is context variable and binary value binVal , the state of the encoder is the current coding interval R and the base (lower endpoint) L of the current coding interval. The main function of the encoder is to finish coding interval subdivision, to achieve quick calculation, it looks up tables. First, quantize the coding interval R , since 
Probability model is consisted of P σ and ω , here ω stands for Most Probable Symbol (MPS R can be found through the probability index σ and the quantizer index ρ in this table. Fig.2 shows the coding flow of this encoder. First step is the coding interval subdivision, then it chooses the new coding interval according to binVal . The grey part of the flowchart stands for the function of probability update. The last step is renormalization, which protect the coding interval's overflow.
Original CABAC coding flow CABAC's computational expenses are mainly concentrated in the probability estimation, update and the calculation of coding interval subdivision. The former is implemented by Finite State Machine (FSM), and the latter is realized by shift, logic calculation combined with look-up tables. This encoder engine improves much in calculation and coding speed by adopting these measures instead of complex probability update and multiplication. But compared with UVLC, the computational complexity of CABAC is still relatively high. So the application of CABAC is restricted in many situations where high coding speed is required. And there is great value in improve its coding speed.
In CABAC, probability's state will be updated after every binary symbol's coding, which makes the probability estimation in the context model keep up with the real video stream's statistical properties and improve the coding efficiency. From fig.2 , we can see that the probability update accounts for a large proportion of the whole coding flow, so updating the probability state after every coding substantially increase the calculation of CABAC. To improve the coding speed, we can do probability update after every packet's coding. Each packet is consisted of N binary symbols. Although it will sacrifice some accuracy of probability update, it can reduce the calculation of this part a lot. Then it can reduce the whole calculation of CABAC and improve the coding speed.
The proposed algorithm
Now we will introduce our new algorithm. Fig.3 shows its coding flow, the grey part stands for its probability update part. Compared with the original CABAC coding flow, the new coder update probability state after the coding process of every packet instead of every binary symbol, Packet_end identifies the end of a packet, when it equals 1, a packet has been coded and probability update will begin, otherwise, the coder will overleap probability update and do renormalization directly. Step 1: The current interval is subdivided according to the given probability estimates. This interval subdivision process involves three elementary operations as shown in the topmost box of the flow diagram in Fig.3. 1 Step 2: If binVal =MPS, the low subinterval is chosen so that L is unchanged (right path of the branch in Fig.3) ; otherwise, the upper subinterval with range equal to LPS R is selected (left branch in Fig.3 ).
Step 3: According to the value of Packet_end, the coder judge whether to update the probability state. If Packet_end equals 1, a packet has been coded, so do the update (grey part of Fig.3) , otherwise go to step 5.
Step Step 5: Renormalization of the coding interval R and the base L to protect the overflow of the coding interval.
The original CABAC coding is a special case of this new algorithm when the size of the packet is 1 bit.
Results and discussion
Our experiment based on the H.264 reference software JM 9.5 [6] . Frame rate fixed to 30Hz, RDOptimization fixed to 0, GOP pattern is IPPP…. Every test sequence will be coded 50 frames and their formats are all CIF. In the experiment, the Quantization Parameter (QP) of I frame and P frame are the same. The computer configuration is CPU Pentium(R)4 2.8 GHz and 512 Mb memory, using Windows XP operation system. The size of the packet (N) in the experiment is fixed to 2, 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32bits. We have tested the new algorithm and the original CABAC's performance at coding speed (total coding time) and coding efficiency (total coding bits). Fig.4, Fig.5 and Table 1 shows the result.
As Table 1 shown, packet size selected as 2, 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32. When QP=16, the average speeding up change from 6.3% to 40.1% meanwhile the coding efficiency falls down from 0.56% to 4.37%. When QP=28, the average speeding up change from 8.4% to 46.4% meanwhile the coding efficiency falls down from 0.68% to 4.45%.
From Fig.4, Fig5 and Table 1 , we can see that probability update is done after coding every packet instead of every binary symbol, the accuracy of probability update has declined, which leads to the decline of coding efficiency. But since N is not so big, the decline is relatively small. On the other hand, probability update occupies a considerable proportion of coding time and our new algorithm reduce the time of probability update substantially, so it can achieve a good performance at speeding up of coding.
A bigger N means a better performance at speeding up. Meanwhile it also means a bigger decline in coding efficiency. When N changes from small to big, at the beginning, the gain of speeding up is the main area, and the fall of coding efficiency is relatively small. However, when N grows bigger than some value, such situation changes. The decline of coding efficiency is relatively big that we can not neglect. So here we have a optimal value of N. With such N, we can reach a best balance between coding speed and coding efficiency and let our new algorithm play best performance. Form  Fig.4 , we can see such N between 8 and 16, and in Fig.5 , it is 16 and 24. Such difference in optimal N is caused by different QP. Also we can see, QP has a certain influence on the results, when QP is bigger, more speed up gained, however, it can also lead to a slightly decrease in the coding efficiency. 
Conclusion
By improve the update frequency of the probability estimation, this paper proposes an effective CABAC accelerating method. CABAC coding speed has been greatly upgraded, and its coding efficiency declines relatively small. In mobile multimedia communications and other situations where the computational resources are limited but the demands of real-time encoding is high, the algorithm shows a good prospect. [2] Detlev Marpe, Heiko Schwarz, Thomas Wiegand, "Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding in
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